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Extends Shelf Life

Specified by Retailers Worldwide

According to a report 'Ethical and Wellness

Food and Drinks for Kids', parental concern

that additives may increase hyperactivity in

kids has contributed to the increase in new

product development of natural food and drink

products for kids, which claim to be 'free-from'

artificial colours and flavourings.

Parents want to give their children food and

drinks which pose no harm to their child's

mental health. As a result functional food and

drinks are growing in 'popularity according the

report published by Business Insights.

Natural was the leading product tag on healthy

kids' food and drinks product launches around

the globe in 2008, with 59.7% of products

making the claim, according to the report.

Parents like to treat their kids so the emergence

of healthy snacks allows them to be indulgent

without feeling guilty.

In addition, environmental concerns, food

quality and food safety are driving parents

to purchase ethical food and drinks for kids.

Products with organic claims took the largest

share of such new product launches in 2008

(60.1 %), an increase from 46.1 % in 2005.

The report also reveals that parents want their

kids to be the best and strongest performer

so will buy products that claim to contain

ingredients that promote these aspects.

At the same time kids are learning about

environmental issues in schools and therefore

ethical claims on packaging should also be

made in such a way to attract kids, as well as

parents.

Parents are largely driving opportunities in

healthy and ethical food and drinks for kids

but kids too are becoming more aware of

health and environmental issues. And as they

grow older younger their status has become

more important and they playa greater role

in purchasing decisions. Kids are becoming

more brand conscious from a younger age

and are demanding more gourmet and exotic

ingredients.
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As food and fuel prices escalate and consumers demand a wider variety of high quality perishables,

manufacturers, distributors and retailers search for new ways to extend shelf life.

Len Lewis

The meaning of (shelf) life



I Processors in the UK back a government

consumer campaign to reduce the amount of

food that ends up in landfills.

I An EU-sponsored research project with nine

international partners focuses on the safety

and quality of processed foods using new

and existing technologies.

I Government agencies around the world meet

with industry and consumer leaders to refine

track and trace-back procedures that would

connect all links in the supply chain.

On first blush, the three points (on the left) are

seemingly unrelated. But in reality all linked

to achieving a single goal - extending the shelf

life of perishables like meat, poultry, produce,

dairy, delicatessen and a new generation of

prepared, value-added refrigerated meals.

For decades, canning, freezing and simple

refrigeration meant you could 'keep' products

longer. The trade off was often little regard for

the balance between longevity and product

quality. However, with increased consumer and

retail demand for high quality fresh foods and

the globalisation of the supply chain, extending

shelf life has become essential for supermarkets

and numerous tools have been developed

to eliminate gaps in the cold chain. Among

these are: sophisticated temperature-sensitive

equipment; irradiation to eliminate parasites,

bacteria and mould; genetic engineering of

crops; accurate track and trace programmes;

improved lighting; microbiology and packaging.

The latter has even led to experimentation

with edible coatings and films for fresh cut

produce that are made from apple puree,

fatty acids, beeswax and vegetable oil. By

reducing moisture loss the product's colour was

preserved for an astounding 12 days when kept

at 5°C. On another front, Modified Atmosphere

Packaging (MAP) has been tailored to the

requirements of different products.

Chasing the Grail "Extending shelf

life has always been the Holy Grail of the

industry," said Bob Whitaker, chief science

officer for the Produce Marketing Association

(PMA) in Delaware. "Logistics systems have

become more demanding because product is

being moved year round.

PMA, along with the United Fresh Produce

Association and the Canadian Produce

Marketing Association, is also spearheading

one of the most aggressive track and trace

programmes the industry has ever seen - the

Produce Tracing Initiative (PTI). PTI's ultimate

goal is to put electronic traceability in place

by 2012. While the move was sparked by

recent massive recalls of products like beef

and spinach, the programme, which calls for

GS1's 14-digit GTIN numbers to be placed on

all shipments, could have a positive impact

on shelf life by identifying the location of any

product in the supply chain.

Consequently, retailers are focusing on shelf life

more than ever before, said Costas Iconomou,

CEO of Clackamas, Ore.-based Miatech,

Inc., manufacturer of state-of-the-art misting

equipment for produce. "This focus usually
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comes in spurts rather than being a continuous

effort. But they are often initiated by the CEO

or another senior executive in order to gain a

competitive edge," he said.

Shrink-related food waste has always been

a key measure of profitability for retailers

and distributors. But it has become far less

tolerable as food, fuel and utility costs escalate

and consumers demand better quality fresh

foods. "No one wants canned asparagus," said

Carlos Paniagua, iI!;ternational sales director

of Promolux Lighting International. "Here in

Canada we have oranges that come all the way

from Australia and South Africa and grapes

from Chile. One 200-store chain here, the

Northwest Company, has supermarkets inside

the Arctic Circle. They sell items that have

been transported from around the planet. They

literally cry when they have to throwaway a

tomato."

"Extending shelf life has

always been the Holy

Grail of the industry"

Unnecessary demand? Although

supermarkets claim they throw out relatively

little when it comes to spoilage, the entire issue

of waste has become something of a political

football. In the UK, the government-funded

Waste & Resources Action Programme (WRAP)

is working to reduce food waste in landfill

- an estimated 6.7 million tonnes per year.

The group is also working with the industry's

supply chain to reduce waste before it gets to

consumers.

Prime minister, Gordon Brown, weighed in on

the subject in July when he condemned the

industry for creating "unnecessary demand"

by using buy-one-get-one free promotions

and money-off offers to entice consumers into

purchasing more than they need, much of

which ends up not being eaten.

While some observers feel that Brown's

comments were making a scapegoat of the

industry and that the government had no

business trying to dictate promotional activity,

others were more amenable. For example, a

spokesperson for Tesco told an interviewer for

the Daily Telegraph: "We agree completely with

Gordon Brown that everybody should be doing

their bit to reduce food waste. At Tesco we've

been working hard for years to do just that
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[... J and would never encourage customers to

buy more fresh food than they can consume or

freeze before its best-before date."

Complexity of fresh produce

However, it was noted that the issue of

extending shelf life is far more complex than

simply addressing consumer purchasing

practices.

"A lot of it has to do with temperature control,"

said PMA's Whitaker. "As such, more emphasis

is being placed on cut-to-cool times. This is the

time it takes to get product from the field to a

cooler where it can be brought down to desired

shipping temperatures. You want that time to

be as short as possible - four hours or less."

However, this is complicated by the fact that

no one wants to ship anything less than a

truckload. "You can't harvest a basket and cool

it. It's got to fill a pallet and the pallet's got to

fill a trailer before a product from the field can

be driven to a cooling facility. Even then, it

may have to queue up for four more hours."

Some processors have tried to cut down

spoilage by taking refrigerated vans into the

fields. However, Whitaker pointed out that

products could not simply be cooled by putting

them into a refrigerator. "You've got to use a

vacuum or water cooling system to remove

temperature from leaves or vegetables 'because

commercial crops are so tightly packed in the

fields. On the other hand, you don't want to

cool a crop like tomatoes to below 12°C (55°F)

"You can shut

something down for 30

days and it will look

good. But it might not

taste too good."

because it causes chilling damage. Basically,

every crop has a different target temperature,"

he said.

Even before the cooling begins, shelf life

is being extended through better growing

processes. "If you can raise a healthy crop

free from pests or bacterial rot there is less

post harvest stress. Additionally, choosing the

right variety can also improve shelf life later

on. Tomatoes are a classic example. There are

long-shelf life genes incorporated into most

modern tomatoes that make them ripen more

slowly, thus allowing them to be transported

over longer distances and look better," said

Whitaker.

"Breeding and selection has also made

tremendous ground in crops like peppers,

melons and leafy greens. In the past, the

commodity btIsiness drove lettuce and

everything that was left over into salad packs.

Today, it's the other way around. Salad packs

drive the business so the varieties being

selected are those that perform well in fresh-cut

operations and offer a longer shelf life."

This has been helped along by the installation

of very sophisticated electronic temperature

management systems in trailers, distribution

centres and display cases. "In transit,

temperature recording devices are widely

used in the industry. They are usually placed

at different areas of the load and can tell you

what temperatures a product faced in transit

and which exceeded the minimum allowable

temperatures," Whitaker said.

At the same time, retailers have worked hard
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on temperature control at store level, many

of them using quality assurance teams to

minimise shrink.

"In old display cases you could always find

temperatures above where they should be.

But we see better equipment going in all the

time and retailers have that under control.

There's more risk to shoppers buying products,

throwing it in the back of their cars and making

five stops before going home."

Striking a balance Consumer issues

aside, packaging has also gone a long way

towards increasing shelf life, said Whitaker.

"Modified Atmosphere has been very important

to produce. In fact, it has made cut salads and

other products possible," he said. "You need to

find that balance of oxygen and carbon dioxide

that puts the vegetable material to sleep. Just

because lettuce or spinach is harvested doesn't

mean it's not still alive. So you need to shut or

slow down its metabolism so it doesn't spoil."

However, Whitaker warned that packaging

must also strike a balance between a product's

sensory and physical attributes. "You can shut

something down for 30 days and it will look

good. But it might not taste too good. One

method is a breathable patch that can be put in

any package to control the oxygen and carbon

dioxide transfer to the product. Therefore if

a product warms up and the cold chain is

broken, the patch changes its permeability to

control the oxygen rate and keep the product

from metabolising at a higher rate."

However, all the effort put into extending the

life of crops and making sure there are no gaps

in the cold chain in transit, will be for nothing

if products are not handled properly at store

level.

Misting For environmentally sensitive

produce, the answer may be the moisture

provided by misting equipment. "For years

our business has been based on perishable

contro!," said Miatech's Iconomou. "And

renewed interest in humidification is the direct

result of advances in technology." Meanwhile,

the company's business has expanded from

produce into fresh meat, seafood, delicatessen,

poultry and other perishables as well as into

equipment that controls ethylene and bacteria

levels in places where produce is stored.

Although many retailers are opting for pre

packaged produce over bulk fresh displays, he

Packaging must strike a balance between a prodl

sensory and physical attributes.

noted that misting is still used in over 90 j:

cent of all grocery stores in North America

Misting systems have yet to catch on in a 1

way in some countries, he conceded. How

Miatech launched a new fogging unit whic

while not as effective as misting, lends sor

theatre to displays, a key selling point for J

retailers, according to Iconomou.
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Lighting for life One area that is

sometimes overlooked, but a major contributor

to the life expectancy of perishables is lighting.

"Regular fluorescent lamps inside food cases

can damage products - not only the UV

light but other forms of radiation emitted -

by shortening the life of fresh foods," said

Promolux' Paniagua, adding that products

which are wrapped or not packaged at all are

fully exposed to light. This exposure not only

damages heat sensitive merchandise but also

fades, distorts or changes the colour of the

foods, he said.

In fact, all light sources are known to increase

the surface temperature of perishables which in

turn exponentially accelerates the reproduction

of bacteria. All foods have a limited amount

of bacteria that is not harmful but when the

surface temperature increases even by two

degrees the shelf life is reduced dramatically. In

addition lipid oxidation creates a bad taste and

smell in all food types that contain fat.

Putting it in perspective, Paniagua noted that

fluorescent light works pretty much the same

as a tanning bed in that it is tanning the food

in the case. By definition, perishables only have

hours or days and retailers have to sell it before

it's too late. No one wants to accelerate the

process," he said.

Not coincidentally, the products that are most

susceptible to decomposition are among the

highest margin items in the store. "Studies

suggest that supermarkets are making 50 per

cent of their profits solely on fresh products

in a relatively small amount of space. We all

know that the cost of food is going higher,"

he said, noting that the more produce retailers

cannot sell, the more money they stand to lose.

The question then becomes how much shelf life

can be extended by proper illumination. "We

can extend it one to three days. But haVing

said that I would note that this is all relative to

the standards of individual stores. I've been in

stores where they prefer to turn off the lights

inside the cases just to be sure that the food is

protected from the light.

"In Germany, which is known to have very

high standards, many supermarkets don't keep

advertisment

meat for more than one day. We are opening

the window of opportunity a bit more at the

point of sale. At Metro's Real stores it was

determined that the shelf life of meat using our

system was extended for eight hours, compared

with a colour change that took place in meat

after just four hours under regular lights," he

said.

However, damage from lighting is not confined

to mere appearapces, Paniagua noted. "Damage

from light can lead to more serious problems.

Fresh products must be preserved as much as

possible. In Canada, 15 people recently died

from cross-contamination in ham. No one can

afford to throwaway food but you also can't

afford to have people eat products that are not

in the best condition. This is not about faking

or exaggerating the colour but restoring and

lengthening shelf life," he said. •

Loss prevention with a new perspective.

www.axis.com

Welcome to a new world of video surveillance.
Look at it this way: video surveillance isn't only about safety and security, it's also about new opportunities to
prevent loss. Using automatic detection of POS exceptions, full coverage of EAS incidents, remote access to
high-quality video - all of the things that network video can do for you. So get a new perspective. From Axis - the world
leader in network video.

For more information, please visit www.axis.com/retail
AXIS·
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Promolux Low Radiation,
Balanced Spectrum Lamps
for Fresh Food Display Cases

JohnsonDiversey at
the CIES Food Safety
Conference in Barcelona

Smarter, environmentally-conscious
in-store merchandising

CleJn is ju' t tl'lt beginnir

JohnsonDiversey

replacement and having less impact

on the environment.

The Henny Penny EPC is designed for

grab-and-go self service, having no

doors, flaps, or other hard barriers to

open, clear or allow clearance for,

ensuring that customers have easy

access to the food product on display.

Henny Penny is one of the first

manufacturers in the

United States to use

innovative air curtain

technology to extend

holding times, "securing"

the heated climate inside

the unit by creating a thin

wall of moving air between

the store and the shoppers.

www.hennypenny.com
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JohnsonDiversey, as the Partner company to the CIES, will

once again be actively participating in the Food Safety

Conference in Barcelona in February 2009. Activities will

include hosting a round table session that will focus on

food safety challenges in sectors outside of retail, thus

helping delegates better tfnderstand these food safety

challenges and leading companies' solutions. Together

with CIES, JohnsonDiversey has produced a video

exploring the food safety risks of one specific product,

following it though the global food supply chain, which

will be shown at the event.

JohnsonDiversey has developed a risk-based approach,

helping many companies from all areas of the food supply

chain to make 'measurable' improvements to their food

safety systems. Additionally JohnsonDiversey provides,

through a dedicated team of food safety experts, a

continuously expanding portfolio of products and services

under the name SafeKey"'. From essential cleaning

chemicals, to leading edge, risk management consulting

and underpinned with other fundamental process steps,

JohnsonDiversey provides help, advice, assessments,

training, implementation and delivery of food safety

solutions.

JohnsonDiversey looks forward to seeing you there.

www.johnsondiversey.com

Henny Penny Corporation recently

introduced its new 3- and 4-foot (l00

and 120 cm) Express Profit Center

(EPe) Merchandisers. With multiple

width and height profiles and

innovative technology designed to

reduce waste, labour costs and

environmental impact, Henny Penny's

EPC-3 and EPC-4 merchandisers offer

extended holding times

and a smarter,

environmentally

conscious way to

merchandise. Henny

Penny's Express Profit

Center Merchandisers

leverage LED lighting for

a longer bulb life, thus

reducing labour costs

associated with bulb

and sizes. The payback on installing

Promolux lamps in most instances is less

than 90 days, saving the retailer

hundreds of dollars.

Promolux low radiation lamps provide a

truly natural color definition.

Departments such as fresh and processed

meat, seafood, bakery, produce, floral,

salad bars, ice cream & gelato cases, as

well as prepared foods and service

counters can significantly benefit from

installing Promolux lamps in their display

cases.

Furthermore, tests conducted by

supermarket chains as well as

independent laboratories and universities

attest to the reduced radiation and

increased product appearance, freshness

and nutritional quality of all food groups

merchandised under Promolux lamps.

Visit www.promolux.com today to learn

more or to contact the closest Promolux

distributor in your country.
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Display CaseLighting~

The bC-Line - short for "best Connectivity" - makes it

possible to integrate up to 64 bC scales in a network. In

addition to standard interfaces for cabled networking, they

also support a wireless integration of the device into a

network. The user is thus free to position the

scales wherever required, at the same time

he can avoid hygiene risks.

The scales can be equipped with a double

printer. It is thus possible to switch between

the reciept and label printers at the push of

a button, meaning the scales can be used

both for service and to pre-pack

the goods - without having to

change the rolls at all.

The patented Light Touch keypad

can be removed: that makes

cleaning easier, extends its

lifespan and reduces costs. The

self-service models are also

available with 180 keys, making

them particularly interesting for

full-range traders.

www.mt.com

Promolux Food Safe lamps are now

available in over 25 countries. Top

chains worldwide specify Promolux Safe

Spectrum (www.safespectrum.com)

lighting in order to extend the shelf life

of perishable foods that are often

damaged under inappropriate lighting.

Heat and UV radiation reduces shelf life

and creates health risks for the consumer

and legal liability for the supermarket

chain. Promolux reduces the damaging

effects of poor lighting and reduces that

liability. Promolux lamps work on all

ballasts and are available in all wattages

METTLER TOLEDO bC-Line:
mid-range scales with best
connectivity
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